
Instructions to begin In-Design of an actual page  

1. Go to the Journalism I In-Design Templates Folder 

2. Open the template page that you are designing (either front page or features page) 

3. Diminish the page. 

4. Go to your own Journalism I folder to find the stories and photos that you may want to use for your 

page. 

5. Work on one story/graphic/photo at a time. 

6. Open a story that goes on your page. 

7. Remove all indentations at the beginning of paragraphs 

8. Highlight the entire story. 

9. Right Click and go to the paragraph icon. Change the line spacing to “single” space. Make sure in the 

box for “Before” and “After” spacing, it states ZERO (0)  

10. Check the box that states “Don’t add a space.” 

11. Highlight the story and change the font to Times New Roman 10. That is the style at The Prowler. 

12. “Save As” in same folder. Give it a new name to easily identify it later (ex: Lucifer Review Done). 

13. Close the document. 

14. Do the same for the rest of the stories on your page. Make sure you “Save As” and close each one. 

 

15. Now you will place it on the page.  

16. Enlarge the in-design page template. (50% or 75% is standard) 

17. Go to File/Place. 

18. LOOK IN: find the saved document that you just reformatted (Lucifer Review Done). 

19. Click on it. Now the story is in a box ready to be placed. 

20. Go to top left corner of column of page where you want to place the story. (Refer to dummy sheet.) 

21. Click on corner of the column. YAY!!! Your story should appear on the page!! Go ahead. Brag! 

22. Uh Oh. Where is the rest of the story? Do not panic. The rest of the story is in the little red box in the 

bottom right corner of the same column. 

23. Click on the red box. Mover your cursor to the top left corner of the next column (your story will 

magically move with it). 

24. Left click in that corner and your rest of your story will appear. 

25. Some stories are longer than two columns. No problem. Repeat the last couple of steps until the entire 

story is on the page.  



26. Some stories are longer than the space provided. You will have to move the columns up or down to 

accommodate using the Arrow icon on the left side of the page design.  

27. When the story is placed, justify it to fit neatly across the entire column like a typical newspaper and to 

eliminate unsightly margins. Chose the icon that looks like this:  === 

28. Click the T box along the left side. Highlight the entire story. 

29. Go to Paragraph icon in top left corner (paragraph formatting controls). 

30. Select “Basic Paragraph” from dropdown menu.  If you don’t, there will be a big space between your 

paragraphs. 

31. Go to “type” on the top. Choose paragraph. 

32. In the little box that has appeared on your page, select the fourth choice (justify with last line aligned 

left). Click on it.  

33. In this same box, make sure each column states ZERO points, except for the second one from the top in 

the left hand side. That should say 1 pt. This will give you pretty indentations. OK it.   

34. Double check at the font is Times New Roman 10; 11 point spacing.  Sometimes it switches when you 

place a story. 

 

35. When justified, write a headline across the top or your story.  Keep in mind only the first word is 

capitalized.  Keep in mind all the other rules we discussed regarding headlines. 

36. Click T. Make a text box across the entire story. 

37. Click inside the text box and write a clever headline that has a verb and is in present tense. 

38. Highlight headline and change the font to Minion Pro. It is our style!  

39. Change the font size to make it bigger and more impressive on the page. 

40. Add a few words or eliminate to fit the headline properly. Remember no articles (such as “the” “a” etc.) 

needed. 

41. Place second story and write a headline. 

42. Go to the Journalism I In-Design Templates folder and copy and paste the byline onto your page. Change 

name to your name.  Bylines are in Tahoma 10.  Your name is bold.  Your title is regular. 

43. Save in your Journalism I folder.   

44. Keep repeating the process until all of your stories are placed.   

45. Have a photo on your page? Check to see if your page is in Color or Black and White. Either way, you 

will likely have to do some Photo Shop editing (cropping, brightening, gray scale, etc.) 



46. Scroll through the photos in your Journalism I folder.  

47. If you are not using your own photo, go to creativecommons.com to find a photo that has fair reuse.  Be 

sure to locate the name of the photographer giving permission to reuse his/her photo. 

48. Save it in your Journalism I folder and name the photo the full name of the author and a descriptor (ex: 

Mark Sauer Basketball). 

49. Choose a photo and open it in Photo Shop. 

50. If you have a Black and White page, you will need to Grayscale the photo. 

LAB COLOR MODE METHOD 

Make sure that you finish all your edits that require layers before you follow these steps: 

1. Choose Image→Mode→Lab Color. 

Converting to Lab Color mode converts the channels into a lightness channel and a and b channels 

containing ranges of color. If you have layers, you’re prompted for whether you want to merge your 

layers. You can choose either option because, in Step 2, you have to flatten the image if you want to 

proceed with the operation. 

2. Choose Window→Channels.  

Delete the a channel by dragging it to the trash can icon at the bottom of the panel. 

Again, if you have layers, click OK to flatten your layers. If you select Cancel, you abort the operation. 

If you delete the a channel, the b channel then changes its name to Alpha 2. 

3. Delete the Alpha 2 channel. 

That leaves you with the lightness channel, which is now named Alpha 1. 

4. Choose Image→Mode→Grayscale. 

Your color image is now a grayscale one. 

 

51. You will likely have to crop the photo. Consider the rule of thirds. Consider that faces must be at least 

the size of your thumb on the news page. Please do not cut off any limbs. 

52. You will likely have to brighten or lighten the photo. Photos are always darker on newsprint, and we 

want to be able to see the person.  

53. After placing a picture, you will need to alter the size. 

54. Adjust the picture box to the size you want.  Parts of the picture will disappear.  That is OK.  You will 

fix it in a minute. 

55. Adjust the placement of the picture (is it the dominant image, does it need to be on the side, etc.) 

56. Once positioned, right click on picture. 

57. Then, select “fitting.”  Choose “fit proportionally.” 


